Our goals each month is to inspire you to read --- and to keep reading! With that in mind, we created the Ultimate Reading List --- a list of more than 400 titles that we think make perfect pleasure reading for teens. Our criteria: We looked for books that were compelling, beautifully written, pure fun, thought-provoking or edge-of-your-seat gripping; books that we would hand to someone and say, “read this!” We hope that you will use the Ultimate Reading List when selecting books for independent reading, and that schools will consult it when making suggestions for their students for summer reading.

Each year, we go through the list with fresh eyes, culling some titles and adding others. The latest edition is from March 2015 and features titles through February 2015. Below, you will find the complete version of the Ultimate Reading List.

First, though, a few things to note:

1) If you see a double asterisk (**) before a title, you will know that it is the first book in a series. This year, we didn’t include any sequels. However, we hope that if you like the first book, you will explore those that follow!

2) There are a lot of authors on this list who have written many great books, but we couldn’t include everyone’s complete battery of work. We hope that if you find a book you like, you will explore the authors’ other works, as well.

- **New!** 100 SIDEWAYS MILES by Andrew Smith (Fiction)
- 1984 by George Orwell (Science Fiction)
- **THE 5TH WAVE** by Rick Yancey (Science Fiction)
- THE ABSOLUTELY TRUE DIARY OF A PART-TIME INDIAN by Sherman Alexie (Fiction)
- AN ABUNDANCE OF KATHERINES by John Green (Fiction)
- **THE ADORATION OF JENNA FOX** by Mary E. Pearson (Fiction)
- **New!** AFTERWORLDS by Scott Westerfeld (Fiction)
- THE AGE OF MIRACLES by Karen Thompson (Science Fiction)
- **ALANNA: The First Adventure** by Tamora Pierce (Fantasy)
- THE ALCHEMIST by Paulo Coelho (Religion/Spirituality)
• **THE ALCHEMIST: A Graphic Novel** written by Paul Coelho and Derek Ruiz, illustrated by Daniel Sampere (Graphic Novel)

• **New! ALL THE BRIGHT PLACES** by Jennifer Niven (Fiction)

• **ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT SEE** by Anthony Doerr (Fiction)

• **THE AMAZING ADVENTURES OF KAVALIER AND CLAY** by Michael Chabon (Historical Fiction)

• **ANANSI BOYS** by Neil Gaiman (Science Fiction)

• **AND THE MOUNTAINS ECHOED** by Khaled Hosseini (Fiction)

• **ANGRY YOUNG MAN** by Chris Lynch (Fiction)

• **ANNIE JOHN** by Jamaica Kincaid (Fiction)

• **** New! **ANTIGODDESS (THE GODDESS WAR)** by Kendare Blake (Fantasy)

• **ANY EMPIRE** written and illustrated by Nate Powell (Graphic Novel)

• **ARISTOTLE & DANTE DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF THE UNIVERSE** by Benjamin Alire Saenz (Fiction)

• **New! THE ART OF SECRETS** by James Klise (Fiction)

• **New! ATLANTIA** by Ally Condie (Fantasy)

• **ATONEMENT** by Ian McEwan (Romance)

• **BAMBOO PEOPLE** by Mitali Perkins (Historical Fiction)

• **** New! **BATTLING BOY** by Paul Pope (Graphic Novel)

• **THE BEAN TREES** by Barbara Kingsolver (Fiction)

• **BEE SEASON** by Myla Goldberg (Religion/Spirituality)

• **BEFORE I FALL** by Lauren Oliver (Fiction)

• **BELOVED** by Toni Morrison (Historical Fiction)

• **New! BELZHAR** by Meg Wolitzer (Fiction)

• **BENEATH A METH MOON** by Jacqueline Woodson (Fiction)

• **New! BETTER THAN PERFECT** by Melissa Kantor (Fiction)
• BETWEEN SHADES OF GRAY by Ruta Sepetys (Historical Fiction)
• BIG FISH by Daniel Wallace (Fiction)
• BOMB by Steve Sheinkin (Non-fiction)
• THE BOOK THIEF by Markus Zusak (Historical Fiction)
• BORN CONFUSED by Tanuja Desai Hidier (Fiction)
• BOXERS & SAINTS by Gene Leun Yang (Historical Fiction)
• THE BOY IN THE STRIPED PAJAMAS by John Boyne (Historical Fiction)
• BOY MEETS BOY by David Levithan (Romance)
• BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S by Truman Capote (Short Stories)
• THE BRIEF WONDROUS LIFE OF OSCAR WAO by Junot Díaz (Fiction)
• New! BROWN GIRL DREAMING by Jacqueline Woodson (Memoir)
• **BZRK by Michael Grant (Thriller)
• THE CARDTURNER by Louis Sachar (Fiction)
• New! THE CARNIVAL AT BRAY: A Novel by Jessie Ann Foley (Fiction)
• THE CATCHER IN THE RYE by J.D. Salinger (Fiction)
• **CHAINS by Laurie Halse Anderson (Historical Fiction)
• CHASING LINCOLN’S KILLER by James Swanson (History)
• A CHILD CALLED "IT" by Dave Pelzer (Memoir)
• THE CHOCOLATE WAR by Robert Cormier (Fiction)
• THE CHOSEN by Chaim Potok (Fiction)
• **THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA by C.S. Lewis (Fantasy)
• **CINDER: Book One in the Lunar Chronicles by Marissa Meyer (Science Fiction)
• A CLOCKWORK ORANGE by Anthony Burgess (Futuristic Fiction/Classic)
• **New! THE CLOCKWORK SCARAB: A Stoker & Holmes Novel by Colleen Gleason (Mystery)
• CLOSE YOUR EYES, HOLD HANDS by Chris Bohjalian (Fiction)
• CODE NAME VERITY by Elizabeth Wein (Historical Fiction)
• COLD MOUNTAIN by Charles Frazier (Historical Fiction)
• THE COLDEST GIRL IN COLDTOWN by Holly Black (Paranormal/Suspense)
• THE COLOR PURPLE by Alice Walker (Fiction)
• A CONFEDERACY OF DUNCES by John Kennedy Toole (Fiction)
• New! CONVERSION by Katherine Howe (Mystery)
• ** A CORNER OF WHITE: BOOK 1 OF THE COLORS OF MADELEINE by Jaclyn Moriarty (Fantasy)
• **CRANK by Ellen Hopkins (Fiction)
• CRASH AND BURN by Michael Hassan (Realistic Fiction)
• CROOKED LETTER, CROOKED LETTER by Tom Franklin (Fiction)
• **CRUEL BEAUTY by Rosamund Hodge (Fantasy)
• THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME by Mark Haddon (Mystery)
• DANCER, DAUGHTER, TRAITOR, SPY by Elizabeth Kiem (Suspense)
• DARE ME by Megan Abbott (Thriller)
• DANDELION WINE by Ray Bradbury (Fiction)
• New! THE DARKEST PART OF THE FOREST by Holly Black (Fantasy)
• **DAUGHTER OF SMOKE AND BONE by Laini Taylor (Fantasy)
• **DEAD END IN NORVELT by Jack Gantos (Fiction)
• A DEADLY WANDERING by Matt Richtel (Nonfiction)
• DEAR BULLY: Seventy Authors Tell Their Stories edited by Megan Kelley Hall and Carrie Jones (Nonfiction)
• DEAR JOHN by Nicholas Sparks (Fiction)
• New! DEATH COMING UP THE HILL by Chris Crowe (Historical Fiction)
• **DEEP BLUE by Jennifer Donnelly (Fantasy)
• **DELI R IUM by Lauren Oliver (Fantasy)
• THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY: Murder, Magic, and Madness at the Fair that Changed America by Erik Larson (History)
• THE DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL by Anne Frank (Memoir)
• **DIVERGENT by Veronica Roth (Dystopian Fiction)
• **THE DIVINERS by Libba Bray (Historical Fiction)
• DON’T EVEN THINK ABOUT IT by Sarah Mylnowski (Fantasy)
• DRAMA by Raina Telgemeier (Graphic Novel)
• DROWN by Junot Diaz (Short Stories)
• **DUNE by Frank Herbert (Science Fiction)
• THE EARTH, MY BUTT, AND OTHER BIG ROUND THINGS by Carolyn Mackler (Fiction)
• EAST OF EDEN by John Steinbeck (Fiction)
• **EAST OF WEST by Jonathan Hickman and Nick Dragotta (Graphic Novel)
• **ECHO, Volume 1: MOON LAKE written and illustrated by Terry Moore (Graphic Novel)
• **THE EDGE OF NOWHERE by Elizabeth George (Paranormal Mystery)
• ELEANOR & PARK by Rainbow Rowell (Fiction)
• ELSEWHERE by Gabrielle Zevin (Fiction)
• **New! **EMBASSY ROW #1: ALL FALL DOWN by Ally Carter (Mystery)
• ENDANGERED by Eliot Schrefer (Fiction)
• **ENDER’S GAME by Orson Scott Card (Science Fiction)
• **ERAGON by Christopher Paolini (Fantasy)
• ESPERANZA RISING by Pam Munoz Ryan (Historical Fiction)
• **ETIQUETTE & ESPIONAGE by Gail Carriger (Steampunk/Mystery)
• EVERY DAY by David Levithan (Science Fiction)
EVERYBODY SEES THE ANTS by A.S. King (Fiction)

EYE OF MINDS by James Dashner (Fiction)

**FABLES: THE DELUXE EDITION, Book One written by Bill Willingham, illustrated by Mark Buckingham and Lan Medina (Graphic Novel)

**THE FACE ON THE MILK CARTON by Caroline B. Cooney (Romance/Thriller)

FAHRENHEIT 451 by Ray Bradbury (Science Fiction)

FALLEN ANGELS by Walter Dean Myers (Historical Fiction)

New! THE FAMILY ROMANOV: Murder, Rebellion, and the Fall of Imperial Russia by Candace Fleming (History/Biography)

FANGIRL by Rainbow Rowell (Fiction)

FAR, FAR AWAY by Tom McNeal (Fiction)

THE FAULT IN OUR STARS by John Green (Fiction)

FEED by M.T. Anderson (Fiction)

THE FIVE PEOPLE YOU MEET IN HEAVEN by Mitch Albom (Fiction)

**THE FOREST OF HANDS AND TEETH by Carrie Ryan (Fantasy/Horror/Romance)

THE FORETELLING by Alice Hoffman (Fiction)

FORGIVE ME, LEONARD PEACOCK by Matthew Quick (Fiction)

FOUL TROUBLE by John Feinstein (Fiction/Sports)

FREAKBOY by Kristin Elizabeth Clark (Fiction/Verse Novel)

FRIENDS WITH BOYS by Faith Erin Hicks (Romance)

THE FUTURE OF US by Jay Asher and Carolyn Mackler (Fiction)

GHOST WORLD by Daniel Clowes (Graphic Novel)

**GIFTS by Ursula K. Le Guin (Fantasy)

GIRL IN TRANSLATION by Jean Kwok (Fiction)

GIRL WITH A PEARL EARRING by Tracy Chevalier (Historical Fiction)
• **New!** GIRLS LIKE US by Gail Giles (Fiction)

• **New!** THE GLASS ARROW by Kristen Simmons (Fiction)

• THE GLASS CASTLE: A Memoir, by Jeannette Walls (Memoir)

• **New!** THE GLASS SENTENCE by S.E. Grove (Fiction)

• **New!** GLORY O'BRIEN'S HISTORY OF THE FUTURE by A.S. King (Fiction)

• GO ASK ALICE by Anonymous (Memoir)

• **GONE** by Michael Grant (Science Fiction)

• GONE GIRL by Gillian Flynn (Mystery)

• GOOD KINDS BAD KINGS by Susan Nussbaum (Fiction)

• **THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LARRY** by Janet Tashjian (Fiction)

• **New!** GRACEFULLY GRAYSON by Ami Polonsky (Fiction)

• GRANDMASTER by David Klass (Fiction)

• GRASSHOPPER JUNGLE by Andrew Smith (Science Fiction)

• **GRAVE MERCY**: His Fair Assassin, Book 1 by Robin LaFevers (Fantasy)

• THE GREAT GATSBY by F. Scott Fitzgerald (Fiction)

• **A GREAT AND TERRIBLE BEAUTY** by Libba Bray (Fiction/Literary Suspense)

• GREEN ANGEL by Alice Hoffman (Fiction)

• THE GUERNSEY LITERARY AND POTATO PEEL PIE SOCIETY by Mary Ann Shaffer and Annie Barrows (Fiction)

• GUYAHOLIC by Carolyn Mackler (Fiction)

• HABIBI written and illustrated by Craig Thompson (Graphic Novel)

• **New!** HALF BAD by Sally Green (Fantasy)

• THE HANDMAID'S TALE by Margaret Atwood (Science Fiction)

• HARK! A Vagrant, written and illustrated by Kate Beaton (Graphic Novel)

• **HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER'S STONE** by J.K. Rowling (Fantasy)
• THE HEART IS A LONELY HUNTER by Carson McCullers (Historical Fiction)
• THE HELP by Kathryn Stockett (Historical Fiction)
• **THE HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY by Douglas Adams (Science Fiction)
• **THE HOBBIT by J.R.R. Tolkien (Fantasy)
• **HOLD ME CLOSER, NECROMANCER by Lish McBride (Paranormal)
• HOOPS by Walter Dean Myers (Fiction)
• THE HOST by Stephenie Meyer (Science Fiction)
• HOTEL ON THE CORNER OF BITTER AND SWEET by Jamie Ford (Fiction)
• THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (Mystery)
• **THE HOUSE OF THE SCORPION by Nancy Farmer (Science Fiction)
• THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET by Sandra Cisneros (Fiction)
• HOW THE GARCIA GIRLS LOST THEIR ACCENTS by Julia Alvarez (Fiction)
• **THE HUNGER GAMES by Suzanne Collins (Science Fiction/Fantasy)
• HUSH by Eishes Chayil (Fiction)
• I AM J by Cris Beam (Fiction)
• New! I AM MALALA: How One Girl Stood Up for Education and Changed the World by Malala Yousafzai, co-written by Patricia McCormick (Autobiography)
• I AM THE MESSENGER by Markus Zusak (Fiction)
• I LIVED ON BUTTERFLY HILL by Marjorie Agosin (Historical Fiction)
• **I KILL GIANTS written by Joe Kelly, illustrated by J.M. Ken Niimura (Graphic Novel)
• I KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS by Maya Angelou (Autobiography)
• New! I WAS HERE by Gayle Forman (Fiction)
• New! THE ICE DRAGON by George R. R. Martin, illus by Luis Royo (Fantasy)
• **IF I STAY by Gayle Forman (Fiction)
• IF YOU COME SOFTLY by Jacqueline Woodson (Fiction)
• IF YOU COULD BE MINE by Sara Farizan (Fiction)
• **New!** I’LL GIVE YOU THE SUN by Jandy Nelson (Fiction)
• IMPERFECT SPIRAL by Debbie Levy (Fiction)
• IMPOSSIBLE by Nancy Werlin (Romantic Suspense/Fantasy)
• THE IMPOSSIBLE KNIFE OF MEMORY by Laurie Halse Anderson (Fiction)
• IN COLD BLOOD by Truman Capote (True Crime)
• IN THE SHADOW OF THE BANYAN by Vaddey Ratner (Historical Fiction)
• **New!** THE INFINITE MOMENT OF US by Lauren Myracle (Fiction/Romance)
• THE INFLUENCING MACHINE: Brooke Gladstone on the Media, written by Brooke Gladstone, illustrated by Josh Neufeld (Graphic Novel)
• INTO THE WILD by Jon Krakauer (Biography/Adventure)
• INTO THIN AIR by Jon Krakauer (Nonfiction)
• INVASION by Walter Dean Myers (Historical Fiction)
• THE INVENTION OF WINGS by Sue Monk Kidd (Historical Fiction)
• **New!** ISLA AND THE HAPPILY EVER AFTER by Stephanie Perkins (Romance)
• IT by Stephen King (Horror)
• IT’S KIND OF A FUNNY STORY by Ned Vizzini (Fiction)
• **New!** THE JEWEL by Amy Ewing (Fiction)
• **JUST ONE DAY by Gayle Forman (Fiction)
• KICK by Walter Dean Myers and Ross Workman (Fiction)
• THE KILLING WOODS by Lucy Christopher (Thriller)
• KING DORK by Frank Portman (Fiction)
• THE KITE RUNNER by Khaled Hosseini (Fiction)
• KIT'S WILDERNESS by David Almond (Fiction)
• **LEGEND by Marie Lu (Dystopian Fiction)
• **New!** LET'S GET LOST by Adi Alsaid (Fiction)
• LETTERS TO A BULLIED GIRL by Olivia Gardner, with Emily and Sarah Buder (Self-Help)
• LIFE OF PI by Yann Martel (Fiction/Adventure)
• **New!** LIKE NO OTHER by Una LaMarche (Romance)
• LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE: A Novel in Monthly Installments with Recipes, Romances and Home Remedies by Laura Esquivel (Fiction/Romance)
• LITTLE BEE by Chris Cleave (Fiction)
• THE LIVING by Matt de la Pena (Adventure)
• **THE LONG EARTH by Terry Pratchett (Fantasy)
• LOOKING FOR ALASKA by John Green (Fiction)
• LORD OF THE FLIES by William Golding (Fiction)
• **THE LORD OF THE RINGS by J.R.R. Tolkien (Fantasy)
• THE LOST by Sarah Beth Durst (Fiction)
• LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA by Gael Garcia Marquez (Fiction)
• THE LOVELY BONES by Alice Sebold (Fiction)
• **New!** MADE FOR YOU by Melissa Marr (Romance)
• MAGGOT MOON by Sally Gardner (Dystopian Fiction)
• MARBLE SEASON by Gilbert Hernandez (Graphic Novel)
• MARCELO IN THE REAL WORLD by Francisco X. Stork (Fiction)
• **MARCH by John Lewis, Andrew Aydin and Nate Powell (Graphic Novel/Memoir)
• **MARLEY & ME by John Grogan (Memoir)
• **MATCHED by Ally Condie (Dystopian Romance)
• **MAUS, written and illustrated by Art Spiegelman (Graphic Novel)**

• **MAXIMUM RIDE: THE ANGEL EXPERIMENT by James Patterson (Fantasy/Action & Adventure)**

• MAYBE ONE DAY by Melissa Kantor (Fiction)

• **THE MAZE RUNNER by James Dashner (Post-Apocalyptic Thriller)**

• ME TALK PRETTY ONE DAY by David Sedaris (Memoir)

• MEMOIRS OF A GEISHA by Arthur Golden (Historical Fiction)

• MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE by Nicholas Sparks (Romance)

• **MISS PEREGRINE’S HOME FOR PECULIAR CHILDREN by Ransom Riggs (Fantasy)**

• MOCKINGBIRD by Kathryn Erskine (Fiction)

• THE MOCKINGBIRDS by Daisy Whitney (Fiction)

• MONSTER by Walter Dean Myers (Fiction)

• THE MOON AND MORE by Sarah Dessen (Fiction)

• **New! MS. MARVEL, VOL. 1: No Normal, by G. Willow Wilson and Adrian Alphona (Graphic Novel)**

• MY FRIEND DAHERMER by Derf Backderf (Graphic Novel)

• MY LIFE AFTER NOW by Jessica Verdi (Social Issues)

• MY NAME IS MINA by David Almond (Fiction)

• MY SISTER’S KEEPER by Jodi Picoult (Fiction)

• THE MYSTERY OF GRACE by Charles de Lint (Fiction/Romance)

• MYSTIC RIVER by Dennis Lehane (Thriller)

• **THE NAME OF THE STAR: The Shades of London Book 1 by Maureen Johnson (Horror)**

• NATIVE SON by Richard Wright (Fiction)

• **NEED by Carrie Jones (Paranormal Romance)**

• **New! NEXT by Kevin Waltman (Fiction/Sports)**

• NICK & NORAH’S INFINITE PLAYLIST by Rachel Cohn and David Levithan (Fiction)
• NIGHT by Elie Wiesel (Memoir)
• THE NIGHT CIRCUS by Erin Morgenstern (Fiction)
• NIGHT ROAD by Kristin Hannah (Fiction)
• THE NIGHTINGALE by Kristin Hannah (Fiction)
• NINE STORIES by J.D. Salinger (Fiction/Short Stories)
• NINETEEN MINUTES by Jodi Picoult (Fiction)
• NO SUCH THING AS THE REAL WORLD: Stories About Growing Up and Getting a Life by M. T. Anderson, K. L. Going, Beth Kephart, Chris Lynch, An Na and Jacqueline Woodson (Fiction/Short Stories)
• New! NOGGIN by John Corey Whaley (Fiction)
• A NORTHERN LIGHT by Jennifer Donnelly (Historical Fiction)
• NOT MY DAUGHTER by Barbara Delinsky (Fiction)
• THE NOTEBOOK by Nicholas Sparks (Romance)
• NOTHING CAN POSSIBLY GO WRONG by Prudence Shen and Faith Erin Hicks (Graphic Novel)
• **THE NO. 1 LADIES' DETECTIVE AGENCY by Alexander McCall Smith (Mystery)
• OCD LOVE STORY by Corey Ann Haydu (Fiction)
• New! OF MONSTERS AND MADNESS by Jessica Verday (Thriller)
• New! ON A CLEAR DAY by Walter Dean Myers (Science Fiction/Dystopian)
• ON THE ROAD by Jack Kerouac (Fiction/Classic)
• ONCE WAS LOST by Sara Zarr (Fiction)
• ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST by Ken Kesey (Fiction)
• ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE by Gabriel Garcia Marquez (Fiction)
• ORDINARY GRACE by William Kent Krueger (Fiction)
• OUT OF THE EASY by Ruta Sepetys (Historical Fiction)
• THE OUTSIDERS by S.E. Hinton (Fiction)
• A PAINTED HOUSE by John Grisham (Fiction)
• PANIC by Lauren Oliver (Fiction)
• PAPER TOWNS by John Green (Fiction)
• THE PARIS ARCHITECT by Charles Belfoure (Fiction)
• PEACE LIKE A RIVER by Leif Enger (Fiction)
• THE PEARL THAT BROKE ITS SHELL by Nadia Hashimi (Fiction)
• THE PERFECT STORM by Sebastian Junger (Nonfiction/Adventure)
• New! PERFECTLY GOOD WHITE BOY by Carrie Mesrobian (Fiction)
• PERIOD 8 by Chris Crutcher (Fiction)
• THE PERKS OF BEING A WALLFLOWER by Stephen Chbosky (Fiction)
• PERSEPOLIS by Marjane Satrapi (Graphic Novel)
• New! PICTURE ME GONE by Meg Rosoff (Mystery)
• THE PIGMAN by Paul Zindel (Fiction)
• PLEASE IGNORE VERA DIETZ by A.S. King (Fiction)
• THE POISONWOOD BIBLE by Barbara Kingsolver (Fiction)
• PORT CHICAGO 50 by Steve Sheinkin (History)
• New! POSITIVE: A Memoir by Paige Rawl (Memoir)
• A PRAYER FOR OWEN MEANY by John Irving (Fiction)
• THE PREGNANCY PROJECT: A Memoir, by Gaby Rodriguez with Jenna Glatzer (Memoir)
• PRIDE AND PREJUDICE by Jane Austen (Fiction)
• THE PRINCESS BRIDE by William Goldman (Fiction)
• New! PRINCESS DECOMPOSIA AND COUNT SPATULA by Andi Watson (Fiction)
• **THE PRINCESS DIARIES by Meg Cabot (Fiction)
• **PURE by Julianna Baggott (Dystopian)
• **PURPLE HEART** by Patricia McCormick (Fiction)
• **THE QUEEN OF THE TEARLING** by Erika Johansen (Fantasy)
• **A RAISIN IN THE SUN** by Lorraine Hansberry (Plays)
• **THE RAVEN BOYS** by Maggie Stiefvater (Paranormal)
• **READING LOLITA IN TEHRAN** by Azar Nafisi (Memoir)
• **REALITY BOY** by A. S. King (Fiction)
• **REBECCA** by Daphne du Maurier (Horror)
• **RECONSTRUCTING AMELIA** by Kimberly McCreight (Mystery)
• **New!** **RED QUEEN** by Victoria Aveyard (Fantasy)
• **THE RED TENT** by Anita Diamant (Fiction/Religion & Spirituality)
• **THE REST OF HER LIFE** by Laura Moriarty (Fiction)
• **REVOLUTION** by Jennifer Donnelly (Fiction)
• **REVOLVER** by Marcus Sedgwick (Suspense/Historical Mystery)
• **New!** **THE RING AND THE CROWN** by Melissa de la Cruz (Fiction)
• **New!** **THE RISE OF AURORA WEST** by Paul Pope (Graphic Novel/Science Fiction)
• **THE ROAD** by Cormac McCarthy (Fiction)
• **ROOM** by Emma Donoghue (Psychological Suspense)
• **THE ROUND HOUSE** by Louise Erdich (Historical Fiction)
• **** **THE RUBY IN THE SMOKE** by Philip Pullman (Thriller)
• **New!** **RUMBLE** by Ellen Hopkins (Fiction)
• **THE RUNNING DREAM** by Wendelin Van Draanen (Fiction)
• **RUNNING WITH SCISSORS** by Augusten Burroughs (Memoir)
• **** **SABRIEL** by Garth Nix (Fantasy)
• SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, Book One written by Alan Moore, illustrated by Steve R. Bissette and John Totleben (Graphic Novel)

• THE SAME SKY by Amanda Eyre Ward (Fiction)

• SAVING CEECEE HONEYCUTT by Beth Hoffman (Fiction)

• New! SAY WHAT YOU WILL by Cammie McGovern (Fiction)

• SCORPIO RACES by Maggie Stiefvater (Fantasy)

• New! SECONDS by Bryan Lee O'Malley (Graphic Novel)

• THE SECRET HISTORY by Donna Tartt (Thriller)

• THE SECRET LIFE OF BEES by Sue Monk Kidd (Historical Fiction)

• THE SECRET WISDOM OF THE EARTH by Christopher Scotton (Fiction)

• SECOND IMPACT by David Klass and Perri Klass (Fiction/Sports)

• A SEPARATE PEACE by John Knowles (Fiction)

• **SERAPHINA by Rachel Hartman (Fantasy)

• **SHADOW AND BONE by Leigh Bardugo (Fiction)

• SHADOW DIVERS by Robert Kurson (Nonfiction/Adventure)

• New! THE SHADOW HERO by Gene Luen Yang, illus, by Sonny Liew (Graphic Novel)

• THE SHADOW OF THE WIND by Carlos Ruiz Zafón (Fiction)

• **SHATTER ME by Tahereh Mafi (Science Fiction)

• SHIP BREAKER by Paolo Bacigalupi (Futuristic Fiction)

• **SHIVER by Maggie Stiefvater (Fiction)

• THE SHORT AND TRAGIC LIFE OF ROBERT PEACE by Jeff Hobbs (Nonfiction)

• SHUTTER ISLAND by Dennis Lehane (Thriller)

• THE SILENCE OF OUR FRIENDS by Mark Long and Nate Powell (Graphic Novel)

• New! THE SIN EATER'S DAUGHTER by Melinda Salisbury (Fantasy)
THE SISTERHOOD OF THE TRAVELING PANTS by Ann Brashares (Fiction)

SKELLIG by David Almond (Fiction/Religion & Spirituality)

SKUNK GIRL by Sheba Karim (Fiction)

SNOW FALLING ON CEDARS by David Guterson (Thriller)

SNOW FLOWER AND THE SECRET FAN by Lisa See (Fiction)

SOME GIRLS ARE by Courtney Summers (Fiction)

SOMEONE, PLEASE TELL ME WHO I AM by Harry Mazer and Peter Lerangis (Social Issues)

SOMEONE LIKE YOU by Sarah Dessen (Fiction)

THE SPACE BETWEEN US by Thrity Umrigar (Fiction)

SPEAK by Laurie Halse Anderson (Fiction)

STARDUST by Neil Gaiman (Fantasy/Romance)

STARGIRL by Jerry Spinelli (Romance)

STAYING FAT FOR SARAH BYRNES by Chris Crutcher (Fiction)

STOLEN by Lucy Christopher (Fiction)

New! STORIES OF MY LIFE by Katherine Paterson (Memoir)

THE STORY OF BEAUTIFUL GIRL by Rachel Simon (Fiction)

THE STRANGE AND BEAUTIFUL SORROWS OF AVA LAVENDER by Lesyle Walton (Fantasy)

**New!** STRONG FEMALE PROTAGONIST: Book One, by Brennan Lee Mulligan and Molly Ostertag (Graphic Novel)

**THE SWEETNESS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PIE: A Flavia de Luce Mystery by Alan Bradley (Mystery)

THE SUMMER I LEARNED TO FLY by Dana Reinhardt (Fiction)

**TANDEM: The Many-Worlds Trilogy, Book 1 by Anna Jarzab (Fantasy)

TANGLED by Carolyn Mackler (Fiction)

**TEARDROP by Lauren Kate (Fantasy)
• **New!** TEEN TITANS: Earth One, Vol. 1, by Jeff Lemire, Rachael Dodson and Terry Dodson (Graphic Novel)

• THAT NIGHT by Chevy Stevens (Fiction)

• **New!** TELL ME AGAIN HOW A CRUSH SHOULD FEEL by Sara Farizan (Fiction/Romance)

• THEIR EYES WERE WATCHING GOD by Zora Neale Hurston (Fiction)

• **New!** THESE BROKEN STARS (Starbound Book 1) by Amie Kaufman and Meagan Spooner (Science Fiction)

• THE THINGS A BROTHER KNOWS by Dana Reinhardt (Fiction)

• THINGS FALL APART by Chinua Achebe (Fiction/Classic)

• THE THINGS THEY CARRIED by Tim O'Brien (Fiction/Short Stories)

• THIRSTY by M.T. Anderson (Horror)

• THIRTEEN REASONS WHY by Jay Asher (Fiction)

• **New!** THIS ONE SUMMER by Jillian Tamaki; illus. by Mariko Tamaki (Graphic Novel)

• THIS SONG WILL SAVE YOUR LIFE by Leila Sales (Fiction)

• THIS STAR WON'T GO OUT: The Life and Words of Esther Grace Earl by Esther Earl, Lori Earl, Wayne Earl, John Green (Memoir)

• A THOUSAND SPLendid SUNS by Khaled Hosseini (Fiction)

• THREATENED by Eliot Schafer (Fiction)

• **THRON OF GLASS by Sarah J. Maas (Fantasy)

• **A TIME TO KILL by John Grisham (Legal Thriller)

• THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE by Audrey Niffenegger (Fiction)

• **TITHE: A Modern Faerie Tale by Holly Black (Fantasy)

• TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD by Harper Lee (Historical Fiction)

• TO TIMBUKTU: Nine Countries, Two People, One True Story by Casey Scieszka and Steven Weinberg (Graphic Novel/Memoir)

• A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN by Betty Smith (Historical Fiction)

• **New!** THE TRUTH ABOUT ALICE by Jennifer Mathieu (Fiction)
• TUESDAYS WITH MORRIE by Mitch Albom (Memoir)
• **TWILIGHT by Stephenie Meyer (Horror/Romance)
• TWO BOYS KISSING by David Levithan (Fiction/Romance)
• New! THE TYRANT'S DAUGHTER by J. C. Carleson (Fiction)
• **UGLIES by Scott Westerfeld (Fantasy/Action & Adventure)
• New! THE UNFINISHED LIFE OF ADDISON STONE by Adele Griffin (Fiction)
• UNNATURAL CREATURES: Stories Selected by Neil Gaiman (Short Stories/Fantasy)
• **UNWIND by Neal Shusterman (Science Fiction/Dystopian)
• **New! VIVIAN APPLE AT THE END OF THE WORLD by Katie Coyle (Fiction)
• A WALK TO REMEMBER by Nicholas Sparks (Fiction)
• New! THE WALLED CITY by Ryan Graudin (Fiction)
• WAR by Sebastian Junger (Nonfiction/Combat Narrative)
• WATCHMEN written by Alan Moore, illustrated by Dave Gibbons (Graphic Novel)
• WATER FOR ELEPHANTS by Sara Gruen (Fiction)
• New! WE ARE THE GOLDENS by Dana Reinhardt (Fiction)
• WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT KEVIN by Lionel Shriver (Fiction)
• New! WE WERE LIARS by E. Lockhart (Mystery/Suspense)
• New! WEST OF THE MOON by Margi Preus (Fantasy)
• New! WHAT IF?: Serious Scientific Answers to Absurd Hypothetical Questions by Randall Munroe (Non-Fiction)
• **WHAT WE SAW AT NIGHT by Jacquelyn Mitchard (Suspense)
• WHY WE BROKE UP by Daniel Handler and Maira Kalman (Fiction)
• WILL GRAYSON, WILL GRAYSON by John Green and David Levithan (Fiction)
• WINGER by Andrew Smith (Fiction)
• **THE WINNER’S CURSE** by Marie Rutkoski (Fantasy)
• WINTERGIRLS by Laurie Halse Anderson (Fiction)
• **A WIZARD OF EARTHSEA** by Ursula K. Le Guin (Fantasy)
• **A Wrinkle in Time: The Graphic Novel, Vol. 1** by Madeleine L'Engle and Hope Larson (Graphic Novel)
• YELLOWCAKE by Margo Lanagan (Fantasy/Short Stories)
• **New!** THE YOUNG ELITES by Marie Lu (Fantasy)
• **New!** ZAC & MIA by A.J. Betts (Fiction)

** = The first book in a series